Reading Response Mechanisms

Writing: 4th and 5th grade (Paper-Based)


1 session - 120 minutes in length



April 2nd for 4th & 5th Grade

Multiple Choice


Multi-Select

Science: 5th Grade (Paper Based

FSA Assessment


Authentic assessment because it
includes more than just multiple
choice questions.
Question types will assess students’
higher-order thinking skills





Prepares Florida students for success in career, college, and life by
emphasizing analytical thinking

What assessments will my
student take?



2 sessions, each 80 minutes in length



May 8th & 9th



2 sessions, each 80 minutes in length



April 2nd & 3rd for 3rd Grade



May 1st and 2nd for 4th & 5th Grade



2 sessions, each 80 minutes in length



May 6th & 7th for 3rd, 4th, & 5th grade



Fill in the bubble before the phrase or
sentence that you want to select



Select one or more phrases or sentences from a passage.

Multiple correct answers. (For Example:
6 choices and 2 are correct)

Multi-Part Items


Grid


Respond by writing your answer in the
response grid and then fill in the corresponding bubbles
Table Match Item





Respond by choosing the correct word or
phrase to fill in the blank in a sentence or
sentences

Respond to two related questions
Table Match Items



Respond by bubbling whether each
sentence describes passage 1, 2 or
both



Match the information for each row to
the corresponding column

Respond by matching the information
from each row to the corresponding column.
Editing Task

Math: 3rd, 4th, & 5th (Paper-Based)


4 options, single correct statement

Multiple correct answers. (For Example: 6 choices and 2 are correct)

Selectable Text Items

Multi-Select

Reading: 3rd, 4th & 5th (Paper-Based)




Math Response Mechanisms
Multiple Choice

4 options, single correct statement

Editing Task


Students choose the correct word or
phase to fill in each blank in a passage

